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Four Techniques for Delighting Your Customers

Ryan Shriver

July 6, 2010

Agile teams pride themselves on delivering solutions that delight their customers, but in practice they can
easily confuse those persons paying for the solution (customers) and those using the solution (users). The
elementary agile requirement--user stories--often only further reinforces this. By failing to distinguish
between these two sets of stakeholders and their respective needs, agile teams can miss value-creation
opportunities.

While attending a recent Certified Product Owner course, I learned some simple techniques for better
defining the customer and their desires. This article will introduce some of these techniques that help ensure
teams know who their customers and users are, who they are not and how to create winning solutions for
delivering value.

Customers vs. Users
While both customers and users can be considered stakeholders, they are not the same. Customers make
purchasing decisions whereas users interact directly with your product or solution. Sometimes they can be
the same person--for example, if you decide to purchase a new iPhone you are both the customer and the
user because you’ll not only exchange money for the new phone, you’ll also use it to make calls, check your
e-mails and take pictures.

On the other hand, if you develop software to handle help-desk inquiries in an organization, your customer
may be the CIO--but the user could be employees or the IT support staff. A key first step in creating
software products and solutions is to ensure you know who your customers and users are so you can focus
on their needs, desires and delights.

Brainstorming all types of users that will interact with your product is a powerful technique to do with your
team to ensure you don’t miss anyone. Be sure to think about all types of users, including internal ones like
administrators and support staff. Once you’ve identified all users, prioritize and create personas for your
primary user(s).

Personas
Personas add depth to your users and help your teams connect real people with named users such as
“existing customers”. Some key attributes of personas include:

Name, Age, Gender, Residency
Photo/Drawing, Quote that sums up their attitude
Profession, Education, Position, Associations
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Background, Social Status, Family
Goals (both short and long term)
Concerns

While the idea is to get a realistic profile, personas don’t have to represent real people. Have fun and be
creative so your teams can say “Stephanie would like to have...” or “If Jeff were hanging out with his
friends, he’d want to avoid...”. The rule of thumb is to keep them brief--typically no more than a half a page
or so.

Once defined, consider printing out the personas and displaying them on the walls of the development areas
so the team can continue to be reminded of the real people they’re aiming to please. This simple technique
can ensure the entire team remains connected to the persons using their product or solution.

Segmentation
Not all customers are equal--and its important for your team and organization to focus on the customers that
create the most value for your product. This could be the customers who are most likely to spur earnings or
those that are most likely to create growth in key market areas. Segmenting your customers can help your
team’s focus on satisfying specific customers in early releases, thus ensuring that a key demographic is
excited by your product.

Segmenting is a form of prioritization that allows teams to focus on a specific subset of the customers in
order to better deliver their needs and value in early releases. Customers can be segmented along a number
of different criteria, from demographic data to how they use your product. Are you targeting teenagers,
recent college graduates or soccer moms? Segmenting your customers can help your teams focus their
energy on satisfying the most important (and profitable) segment for initial releases, thereby capturing key
market segments.

Kano Model
One technique for focusing on the needs of a specific segment is the Kano model. This model assesses
customer satisfaction along three primary dimensions:

Basic Needs- Attributes that are “must-haves”, typically the mandatory features
Performance- Attributes for which more is better and will directly lead to customer satisfaction
Excitement- Attributes that are “exciting” and can pleasantly surprise the customer

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kano_model
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Figure A: Kano Model

While initial releases of a product must cover some of the basic needs and ideally performance attributes,
those that truly excite customers can help create brand loyalty and ensure customers continue to use your
products. The recent iPhone release, with a high-definition camera and video chat features, are just two
examples of delighter features. Customers around the world waited for hours in line to purchase the new
version, a testament to Apple’s ability to develop features that delight their customers and therefore drive
sales.

While features are important, the ability for your product to delivery customer value is perhaps the most
important of all. While agile teams typically focus on implementing user stories, having them focus on
delivering real customer value is perhaps one of the most important things they can do.

Customer Value
Readers of my previous articles know that I often talk about business objectives and product qualities.
Similarly, customer value is the ability to understand the objectives of your most important customers and
deliver solutions that meet their highest priority needs. The simplest way to delivery customer value is to
identify and quantify the objectives related to their key desires.

For example, if your primary customer wants a simple intuitive interface, we can define that clearly using
the following format:

Increase Interface Intuitiveness
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Scale: Elapsed time for Defined User to complete a Desired Action without training
Meter: Stopwatch measurement by Usability expert observation
Target [Novice Teenager; Account Creation]: < 30 seconds <-- 50% better than competition
Constraint [Novice Teenager; Account Creation]: > 60 seconds <-- same as competition
Baseline [Novice Teenager; Account Creation]: 90 seconds <-- current release

In this example we’re trying to improve the product quality “intuitiveness” for account creation, which we
believe will directly appeal to novice teenagers, a key customer segment for our product. Identifying what’s
valuable to our customer (in this case an intuitive interface) can help ensure when we design the Account
Creation process we focus on beating our competition--something that we believe will truly delight our
customer.

Summary
By understanding not only who our customers are but also their desires and value, we can ensure our agile
teams deliver early releases that please our most profitable customers. Using techniques like personas and
segmentation along with methods to define customer value can focus our teams on delivering features that
truly delight our customers.
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